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Khallil Duir Griffen 
 

Full Name : Brother Khallil Duir al Nawfal Iben Griffen 

Sentinel of the Tree 

Race: Half-Desert Elf, Half Wood-Elf 

Gender: Male 

Homeland: Barony of Forsythia, Crystalmyst 

Profession: Druid, Brotherhood of the Tree 

FALO Standing: Moonstone Holder 

 

 

Khallil was born in a far off land and sent as an infant 

through a magic portal to be raised on E’Atara. His mother sent 

him away when a war guaranteed the destruction of their homeland. She arranged for a group of Human 

Druids to raise him. Also sent through the portal was Khallil’s grandfather who he would meet up with by 

design, later in Khallil’s life, and who would instruct him in the ways of Elven medicine, language, 

philosophy, and swordsmanship. 

This group of remote Druids, as arranged by his mother, raised Khallil. He was schooled in medicine, 

culinary arts, and forestry. He learned the ways of all things natural around him. A small war broke out, and 

the lands that the druids tended were attacked. Khallil was caring for the wounded when slavers broke into 

the infirmary. In a rage he killed many of them. In the aftermath of such bloodshed by his hand, he decided it 

was time to depart. An elder Druid showed him a letter left by his mother and pointed towards the desert. 

Khallil wandered the desert for many years. One day, he came across a wounded Elf he later learned was 

his grandfather. He was taught many things and spent nearly 300 years in the desert with him. One morning 

Khallil awoke to find his grandfather gone. He was left the magic sword Aldathule, a family treasure, as well 

as a few other items. Khallil again wandered the desert alone. He encountered a group of mercenaries, who 

befriended him. Khallil spent some years with them and learned, the often, harsh world of men. One of the 

women of this group D’Nara introduced Khallil to a beautiful dancer named Kyara. 

Khallil and Kyara immediately felt an odd kinship. Khallil learned that Kyara was also an Elf - the Lady 

Kyara Braethen, Baroness of Forsythia. Kyara took Khallil in and showed him a world of Elves, and magic. 

Later that same summer Khallil would venture to fair with an old friend. Invited to join them was E’ile 

another Elf. His heart was immediately struck with love. E’ile and Khallil have separate paths but intertwine 

them as lovers do. One day they hope to settle down together and have a family. 

Kyara brought Khallil to a gather of the Clan of Falo where he met many new friends, Elves, Fairies, 

Dwarves, and Humans. Amongst them was Brother Bartholomew Guardian of the Tree. Brother Bart, as he 

is called, was a Druid and took Khallil on as his acolyte. Khallil studied with Brother Bart and learned the 

ways of the Brotherhood Of The Tree. His natural Elven talents as well as his prior knowledge made him a 

fast study. Khallil successfully embarked on the ordeals and trials of the Brotherhood and was raised to full 

Brother by Brother Bart in the company of many of his new family. Through all of this, E’ile has always been 

the strength in his heart, if not right by his side. 

Khallil has been made Druid of Forsythia by the Baroness Kyara Braethen. He has also finished 

constructing a house in Forsythia. Khallil has taken on the duties of tending the forest of Forsythia as well as 
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teaching the young Elves of Forsythia the magic of the Forest. Adventure does call him from time to time, as 

well as diplomatic missions abroad. Always in the future are plans of a home with E’ile. 


